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So… what is in WCAG2.0 in a nutshell?



http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/     Wordl



Authorized Dutch translation in a nutshell



http://www.w3.org/Translations/WCAG20-nl/



“In a society which is becoming 
progressively more technical, we 
need to ensure that the technology 
becomes progressively more social”

Source: Analysis of European target groups related to inclusive
eGovernment, i2010 eGovernment, 27 november 2006



Numbers

Numbers x million Europe Holland

Limited hand and armfunction 35 0,7

RSI 160 3,2

Auditive disability 81 1,62

Visual disability 12 0,64

Elderly (2009) 97 1,9

10 percent of population



Why use the guidelines (1)

Easier procurement path
Optimal quality control at all times
Lower cost and free meals
Support multiple platforms and browsers
Reduce carbon emission digital footprint
More customers who can find you
Availability increase (crisis)
Search engine robots are blind
Easier maintenance
Future proof
Legal reasons (it is the law in some countries)



So all your sites use this?



Ask me!



Also visit

www.gebruikersonderzoek.nl: See what users have to 
do to use your website. Ask them to film it…

WARNING: This could be your website

BY THE USERS OF YOUR WEBSITE IN THE NETHERLANDS



Also visit

www.leesbaarinternet.nl: Why do users with bad 
eyesight not use the proper (free) (opensource) tools to 
help them read all websites? Help them use their own 
browser and find usefull readingtools. Make a link to…



EU network eAccess+

www.eaccessplus.eu

The eAccess+ offers a platform for co-ordinating, supporting and 
improving the implementation of eAccessibility throughout Europe.

Get involved and become a partner

For whom is this network interesting?
legislators, regulators, policy makers, commissioners, owners and  
deployers of systems, developers of hardware and software, user 

organizations, researchers, accessibility and usability experts,
Educators

What is in it for you?
Loads of resources and answers, call Eric Velleman

if you or your organisation wants to join to help

http://www.eaccessplus.eu/node/20


Contact/Stage/Afstuderen/more info 

Eric Velleman 
Stichting Accessibility 
T: 030-2398270 
E: evelleman@bartimeus.nl

Twitter: @accessibilityNL
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